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Abstract: Our new, simple, and accurate colorimetric method is based on diarylethenes (DAEs) for the rapid detection of a wide range of primary and secondary amines. The probes consist of aldehyde- or ketone-substituted diarylethenes, which undergo an amine-induced decoloration reaction, selectively to give the ring-closed isomer. Thus, these probes can be activated at the desired moment by light irradiation, with a sensitivity that allows the detection of amines at concentrations as low as 10⁻⁶ M in solution. In addition, the practical immobilization of DAEs on paper makes it possible to detect biogenic amines, such as cadaverine, in the gas phase above a threshold of 12 ppbv within 30 seconds.

Amines are ubiquitous natural constituents of all living beings (i.e. amino acids, neurotransmitters, etc.) and beyond certain concentrations some of them can be indicative of industrial effluvia or food spoilage. Various biogenic amines, such as cadaverine, histamine, tyramine, putrescine, spermidine, spermine, and ethanolamine are products of thermal or enzymatic decarboxylation of amino acids by bacteria. Consequently, the accumulation of these amines can serve as an indicator of food quality or hygiene. The detection and discrimination of compounds related to a given environmental hazard continues to challenge the scientific community and therefore, amine sensing has been widely investigated with several detection protocols described in the literature. Of these, chromatographic techniques coupled with mass spectrometry are preferentially employed, because they provide good detection limits towards amines. However, these methods are limited by extended analysis times as well as expensive and large instrumentation. Antibodies and enzymes have been employed and have also provided good sensitivities; nevertheless, the main drawback of these approaches is the use of materials that are sensitive to chemicals and temperature. In addition, antibodies have to be raised, representing a limiting factor in the availability of the active materials. Several colorimetric sensors based on simple chromophores, which recognize amines by noncovalent interactions, have been designed in order to overcome those drawbacks. Different concepts for amine sensing, such as Suslick’s colorimetric arrays, Lavigne’s polyphilene carboxylic acids, and Anslyn’s receptors, Severin’s coumarin probe, Miljanic’s cruciform, and Kaneda’s cyclodextrin dye, have been developed. A colorimetric sensor for amines that combines enzymes and chromophores has also been described. More recently, photochromic materials have been employed as sensing units for the detection of different analytes, such as amino acids, cyanide anions, thiols, and organophosphorus compounds. In these examples, the reactivity of the chromophore can be triggered by means of irradiation with UV or visible light. This approach is more suitable for practical applications, since the sensor can be stored in its dormant form until the activation of the molecule shortly before the use. Moreover, the pre-exposure of the inactive sensor to an amine-containing environment will not affect the performance of the active form, thus preventing overestimation of the analyte detection. Herein, we describe a methodology for the efficient recognition and quantification of amines by specific diarylethenes (DAEs), which can be activated at the desired point in time and at defined areas of a surface using light as a remote control, without influencing the local concentration.

DAEs typically undergo 6π-electrocyclization and cycloreversion reactions upon irradiation with UV and visible light, respectively. This photochemical reaction is accompanied by visible color changes: the open isomer, absorbing in the near-UV region, is converted into the closed one, with distinct red-shifted absorption, in a reversible manner. In addition, the electronic changes originating from the photoisomerization make it possible to control the reactivity of properly substituted DAEs, for example aldehyde-substituted DAEs in condensation reactions with amines. Inspired by these examples, we envisaged that DAEs containing a carbonyl group at the end of the hexatriene system should experience an even more dramatic change in the reactivity towards amines. We therefore synthesized a series of photoswitchable DAEs, functionalized at the reactive position of one of the two heteroaryl fragments with a formyl (1o–3o) or an acetyl (4o) group (Scheme 1). Ring-closure of open DAEs (1o–4o) with UV light converts the less reactive aromatic carbonyl group into a more reactive aliphatic one.

UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy of a 4 × 10⁻⁷ M solution of 1o in acetonitrile indicates that the open isomer 1o undergoes an electrocyclization reaction upon irradiation with 365 nm light (see Figure S10 in the Supporting Information). This is evidenced by the formation of a band in the visible region (λ max = 564 nm), which implies a change in the color of the solution from colorless to violet. Ultraperformance liquid chromatography (UPLC) analysis of the irradiated solution shows that in the photostationary state (PSS) approximately 80% of 1o has been converted to the closed isomer 1c. Irradiation of the solution of 1 in the PSS with 500 nm light recovers the pure open isomer 1o. This process can be
repeated for several cycles (see Figure S20 in the Supporting Information and Figures S15–S19 for thermal stability). The reactivity of the two DAE isomers towards amines was initially investigated by $^1$HNMR spectroscopy (Figure 1, bottom). Irradiation of a colorless millimolar solution of 1o with light at 350 nm for 30 min produces a deep violet solution with a $^1$HNMR spectrum containing diagnostic signals for the open and closed isomers in a ratio close to that of the PSS as determined by UPLC for the 4×10^{-3} M solution. The addition of 1.0 equiv of benzylamine (BA) to the irradiated DAE mixture immediately causes decoloration of the solution.

After 30 min, the $^1$HNMR signals of 1o remain unaffected, indicating that the open DAE isomer is completely unreactive towards the amine. In contrast, in the case of the the closed isomer 1c the proton signals change. The aldehyde signal of 1c disappears, suggesting that the nucleophilic addition of the amine to the aldehyde group took place selectively only in the closed isomer. Similar results are obtained by UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy. The addition of BA to a solution of 1o, irradiated at 365 nm to achieve the PSS, results in a gradual decay of the band centered at $\lambda_{max} = 564$ nm in the visible region of the spectrum and a hypsochromic shift of the band in the UV region is observed, resulting in a yellowish solution (Figure 2a). Once no further changes of the absorption spectra were observed, the sample was irradiated again with 365 nm light but no further spectral changes occurred. In view of these results, we conclude that 1c reacts selectively with BA in the presence of 1o and in an irreversible manner to generate reaction product 1r, which is photoinactive. In order to elucidate the structure of 1r, we isolated the closed isomer 1c, which was subsequently treated with 1.0 equiv of BA (further details are given in the
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Scheme 1. Light controls the reactivity of open (1o–4o) and closed (1c–4c) diarylethene isomers, carrying aromatic and aliphatic aldehyde/ketone groups, respectively, towards amines resulting in either imines (1i–4i) or benzoetherene rearrangement products (1r–4r). o: open, c: closed, i: imine, r: rearranged. Bn = Benzyl, TMS = trimethylsilyl.
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Figure 1. Top: Proposed mechanism for the amine-induced decoloration of aldehyde-substituted DAEs. Bottom: Selected regions of the $^1$HNMR spectra (CD$_3$CN, 298 K) of a) 1o; b) mixture of 1o and 1c corresponding to the PSS after 30 min irradiation with 350 nm light; c) mixture of 1o and 1c corresponding to the PSS of 1o after 30 min irradiation with 350 nm light + 1 equiv BA; d) pure N-benzyformamide.

Figure 2. a) Left: Evolution of the UV/Vis absorption spectrum corresponding to the PSS of 1 (2.4×10^{-3} M) after the addition of BA (1.7×10^{-2} M). Right: Gradual decay of the band at 564 nm corresponding to the formation of 1r. b) X-ray crystal structure of 1r; gray C, white H, green F, red O, yellow S. Ellipsoids represent the 50% probability level. Hydrogen atoms are shown as spheres of arbitrary radii.
Supporting Information). X-ray diffraction analysis of pure 1r revealed that the DAE core rearranges into a benzothiophene scaffold,[19] causing the decomposition of the thiophene ring opposite to the aldehyde, generating a photochemically unreactive compound (Figure 2b).

The presence of N-benzylformamide as a by-product in the 1HNMR experiments provides further insight into a reasonable mechanism for the observed rearrangement reaction. Initially, the nucleophilic attack of the amine at the highly reactive, aliphatic aldehyde of the closed DAE isomer produces the corresponding hemiaminal intermediate. Subsequently, this intermediate rearranges to the more stable compound 1r with elimination of N-benzylformamide (Figure 1, top). To confirm the proposed mechanism for the formation of 1r, we synthesized the imine derivative 1i starting from the open DAE 1o. As expected, 1i can be switched between the open and the closed isomers by alternating UV- and visible-light irradiation in a reversible fashion and without generation of 1r (Scheme 1, see Figure S35 in the Supporting Information). This is in agreement with the proposed mechanism for the formation of 1r, which requires the intermediacy of the hemiaminal derivative (Figure 1, top). Similar experiments were performed using switches 2-4. UV/Vis absorption and 1HNMR spectra confirmed the transformation of the investigated switches into products that show the same central scaffold as 1r, and differ only in the substitution pattern (for further details see the Supporting Information). The main difference in the amine-induced rearrangements of DAEs 1c-4c is the reaction time, which reflects the reactivity of the carbonyl moiety. As expected, the reactivity follows the order 3c > 1c ≈ 2c > 4c (for the UV/Vis spectra see the Supporting Information). This order can be rationalized considering that the less reactive ketone 4c forms the hemiaminal intermediate more slowly than the aldehydes, of which 3c is the fastest as it contains no electron-donating methoxy group. Note that the effect of substitution on the thiophene ring is smaller than that resulting from a slight change in the amine structure, highlighting the degree of chemoselectivity for sensing amines.

After serendipitously discovering this unique rearrangement reaction of the closed, carbonyl-substituted DAE isomers, we engaged in a systematic spectroscopic investigation in order to 1) quantify the rate constant for the reaction of all four switches with a variety of amines and to 2) determine the lowest concentration range for which an evolution of the spectral bands takes place over a reasonable time frame (up to 2 h).

A collection of eight different amines was studied in combination with the synthesized DAE switches (Table 1 and the Supporting Information). Amines were chosen to represent different classes, such as tertiary amines (N,N-dimethylbenzylamine (DMBA)), secondary amines (N-benzylmethylamine (BMA)), bulky primary amines (benzylamine and (S)-(−)-α-methylbenzylamine (MBA)), primary linear aliphatic amines (octylamine (OA)), primary diamines (1,3-diamino- propane (DAP) and cadaverine (CAD)), and aliphatic trisamines (sperrmidine (SPER)). In a typical experiment, a 2 × 10⁻³ M solution of the DAE was irradiated until it reached its PSS (for the PSS values of the DAEs see Table S2 in the Supporting Information); afterwards a specific amount of amine was added. We monitored the variation of optical density at the maximum of the visible absorption band belonging to the closed isomer. This region was chosen since the absorption of the rearrangement products 1r-4r is minimal and the absorbance change thereby maximized. The rate constants were determined by fitting the UV/Vis spectral changes with a first-order reaction. As expected from the proposed mechanism, tertiary amines are not reactive. Secondary amines react much slower than primary ones as indicated by comparing the rates of BMA with BA. This discrimination is presumably due to the increased steric hindrance of the secondary amines. For similar reasons BA reacts faster than MBA. Purely aliphatic amines are about one order of magnitude more reactive than BA. Finally, aliphatic oligoamines, such as DAP, CAD, and SPER react faster than what would be expected by simply correcting for the number of amino groups present in the corresponding molecules. Clearly, neighboring group effects play an important role in these cases.

When considering these reactivity data, particular attention should be paid to 3c, which displays better photoswitching performance (high PSS), excellent thermal stability (see Figure S18 in the Supporting Information), and also higher reactivity. According to the data obtained for CAD, the rearrangement of 3c occurs 1.6 times faster than that of 1c and a limiting concentration of 2.0 × 10⁻⁵ M was determined, with a 50% decrease of the absorption at 580 nm within 110 min (see Figure S57 in the Supporting Information).

To optimize the conditions for sensing of the amines we studied the influence of the pH on the kinetics of the reaction (see Section 6.1. in the Supporting Information). The optimal rate was obtained upon addition of 10 equiv of p-toluenesulfonic acid to a solution of 3c in CH₂CN followed by the addition of 10 equiv of CAD. This resulted in a 40-fold rate increase as compared to the rate in the absence of the acid catalyst. A larger excess of acid led to decreasing rates. This observation points to the classic scenario of an optimal, slightly acidic pH window,[20] where a small amount of acid increases the electrophilicity of the carbonyl group yet too large amounts lead to protonation of the amine, thereby reducing its nucleophilicity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPER</td>
<td><img src="Image" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>2.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD</td>
<td><img src="Image" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAP</td>
<td><img src="Image" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA</td>
<td><img src="Image" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td><img src="Image" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBA</td>
<td><img src="Image" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMA</td>
<td><img src="Image" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMBA</td>
<td><img src="Image" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>n.r.</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] 1 × 10⁻² M in CH₂CN. [b] 2 × 10⁻³ M in CH₂CN.
Once the reaction conditions for amine sensing had been optimized, we focused on applying this methodology by using simple and inexpensive platforms. Initially, we decided to create a colorcode assay, which makes it possible to detect amines with the “naked eye” quickly and easily. Different quantities of amines were added to a 16-well microplate filled with a solution of 3 (CH$_3$CN, $\lambda_{\text{ex}}$ = 365 nm). This resulted in the characteristic color change from deep violet to yellow at different rates. Manipulation of the pictures taken during the colorometric assay allowed us to create a palette of colors that can be used to estimate the amine concentration in a solution within a short time interval (see Figures S62 and 63 in the Supporting Information).

In order to prove the versatility of our sensing strategy we moved from studies in solution to the preparation of amine-sensitive solid supports. A filter paper was coated with the colorless inactive DAE 3o (Figure 3a). After that, the surface was covered with a photomask and irradiated with 365 nm light. In this way we could create a color-patterned surface by converting DAE 3o into its active form 3c, in precisely specified areas of the surface (Figure 3b). After the exposure of the sample to vapors of CAD we observed that only the areas containing the light-activated sensor 3c were decolored (Figure 3c). Moreover, the regions that were previously not activated by light can be activated a posteriori (Figure 3d). This makes patterning possible and the sensor can be used multiple times through the sequential activation of specific small areas.

This sequential UV activation nicely demonstrates that the inactive sensing material does not react with the amines until the moment it is activated by the UV light, ensuring that the sensor is preserved until the appropriate moment of amine sensing. Importantly, this methodology allowed us to sense vapors of cadaverine down to a threshold of 12 ppbv (parts per billion in volume) in 30 s (see Figures S65 and S66 in the Supporting Information).

In conclusion, we have described a simple method for the detection of amines in solution and in the gas phase. Our colorimetric assay is based on aldehyde-substituted DAE scaffolds, which can be activated by exposure to UV light. Only the on-demand-generated closed isomer can react with amines, leading to a decolorized rearrangement product (and an amide). Kinetic studies involving facile UV/Vis absorption monitoring allowed us to discriminate a wide variety of amines and revealed rapid reaction in the presence of primary aliphatic amines, while secondary amines react more slowly, and tertiary amines do not react at all. In contrast to other methodologies based on multicomponent systems or biomolecular cascade reactions, which require two different sensing molecules, our strategy involves only one. Here, the two sequential events occur simultaneously in the same sensing unit, providing extremely rapid responses. The low reactivity of the open isomer towards amines and the possibility of activating the DAE sensors by irradiation on defined areas of surfaces make them ideal for the development of a new generation of smart yet low-cost sensing devices. Current work in our laboratories is focused on

1) Enhancing the reactivity of the closed form for the rearrangement by implementing electron-accepting substituents to stabilize the thiolate leaving group (see mechanism Figure 1, top);
2) Implementing fluorescence as a more sensitive readout;
3) Achieving high photoconversion in the PSS upon exposure to sunlight to ease the use in developing countries.

Beyond amine detection, we are aiming to develop this promising new transformation into a light-triggered acyl transfer reaction for bioconjugation.
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